ATHENS HAS A LEGENDARY MUSIC SCENE.

THE ATHENS MUSIC WALK OF FAME CELEBRATES THE ICONIC ARTISTS THAT HAVE CALLED THE CLASSIC CITY HOME.

The bronze plaques were designed by Allen Sutton, an Athens-based artist. The shape of the plaque was inspired by both a guitar pick and a location pin to illustrate the link between the medium and the place it was created.

Athens-based sculptor Stan Mullins led the fabrication of the plaques.

The Athens Music Walk of Fame is sponsored by the Athens Downtown Development Authority and the Athens Cultural Affairs Commission. Additional funding was provided by the Georgia Department of Economic Development through a Tourism Product Development Grant.
Athens is a city known for its arts, culture, and diverse music scene.

Athenians enjoy a rich musical heritage dating from the nineteenth century. From gospel to indie rock to hip hop, the Athens Music Walk of Fame highlights the creative community’s most iconic sons and daughters, while enhancing awareness of Athens’ cultural legacy.

The Athens Music Walk of Fame mobile app can be downloaded from the Apple App Store or Google Play Store. Just search for Athens Music Walk of Fame.

Whether you’re a visitor or a local Athenian, download the app not only to learn more about the artists, but also to stay up to date on musical performances taking place in Athens.

You can look forward to more inductee plaques in years to come.